Trinity Show To Resume

The "Student Spectacle" for next season was announced by Mr. Herbert Brucker, secretary of Health, Welfare, and Recreation, at the meeting of the Student Council on Monday night.

Mr. Norton summarized the situation last season and pointed out the need for a strong Student Council to continue the good work of the past year. He announced that the first meeting of the new Student Council will be held on September 11th at 7:30 p.m.

Mr. Norton also announced that the first meeting of the new Student Council will be held on September 11th at 7:30 p.m.

Students Organize To Attack Or Back Un-American Activities Committee

Three Professorial Types Discussed: Sports Fan, Prominent Sadist, Bore

"Three professorial types discussed: sports fan, prominent sadist, bore," Dr. Jerome W. Langer, president of the American Association of Universities, said in his address at the annual meeting of the association in Washington, D.C., last week. Dr. Langer, a leading authority on academic life, defined the three types as follows:

1. The Sports Fan: "A professor who loves sports and spends most of his time watching games and trying to get tickets to games."

2. The Prominent Sadist: "A professor who enjoys making others feel inferior and who takes pleasure in putting them down."

3. The Bore: "A professor who talks too much and never says anything interesting."

Jon Newman Gets Position

Jon Newman, a second-year graduate student in English, has accepted a position as assistant professor of English at the University of California, Los Angeles. Mr. Newman, who holds a B.A. from Yale and an M.A. from the University of Chicago, will begin his duties in the fall.

The Dormant Nod

"The Dormant Nod," an annual publication of the American Association of University Professors, has been published this year under the editorship of Dr. Arthur H. Hughes, dean of the School of Education. The publication includes articles and reports on various aspects of university life, and is intended to serve as a forum for the exchange of ideas among university faculty members.

Jim Norton Interviewed; Discusses Job, Opinions

"I'm glad I'm not a sports fan," said Mr. Norton, "because I don't have time to watch games. I have a lot of work to do."

"I'm not a prominent sadist," he continued, "because I don't like to see people made to feel inferior."

"I'm not a bore," he added, "because I try to keep my talks interesting."

Jim Norton, a second-year graduate student in English, was interviewed by the editor of the college newspaper last week. Mr. Norton, who holds a B.A. from Yale and an M.A. from the University of Chicago, will begin his duties as assistant professor of English at the University of California, Los Angeles, in the fall.

Students Organize To Attack Or Back Un-American Activities Committee

Mr. Norton summed up his address by saying that "the un-American Activities Committee is a group of people who are trying to destroy the United States by making it impossible for us to continue to live in peace and prosperity."

He ended his speech by saying, "I'm glad I'm not a sports fan," and walked out of the room.
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Delusions of Adequacy

With the semester nearly over, the Trinity student body, proving to itself and to the outside world that "new kids," Vandals and revolutionaries, both of which the faculty members had feared, are not unique to its campus, has made the most of its independent student government. The student center management has been something of a headliner in the presidential campaigns of the last few years. The student body is, however, not to be outdone. The Senate, this year, even more than the past, has done nothing that is not going to be heard about for years to come. A marvelous sight it is to see the student government in action. The Senate has shown the world what it is capable of doing. It is a sight which is to be looked for in the future, as it has been this year.

Robert's Rules of Order are invoked to postpone a debate on the trip of Senators to the World's Fair. The debate will be continued in the spring semestern, the Senate has decided. The Senate, in its wisdom, has decided to stay out of the big business of the nation's affairs, and to concentrate on its own affairs. The Senate has a very good idea of the way the world works, and it is getting better at it every day.

But even the Senate's wise decision to stay in the nation's affairs is limited. The Senate has decided to suspend its rules in order to alter a committee reorganization. The Senate, in its wisdom, has decided that the committee reorganization is necessary in order to make the Senate work better. This is a wise decision, as the committee system is a vital part of the Senate's work. The Senate has always been a very efficient body, and it is getting better at it every day.

Since the Senate has decided to suspend its rules in order to alter a committee reorganization, the Senate has decided to go on with its work. The Senate has always been a very efficient body, and it is getting better at it every day. The Senate has a very good idea of the way the world works, and it is getting better at it every day.

Trinity College

The Tripod would like to extend its thanks to the student body for making this year's college magazine one of the best ever. The Tripod has always been a very efficient body, and it is getting better at it every day. The Tripod has always been a very efficient body, and it is getting better at it every day.
Pre-Trinity Term Party for Trinity Students

TUESDAY, JANUARY 10 at 9 P.M.
COLOR AND SOUND MOVIES
FEATURING
THE 50-MILE RACE AT DARLINGTON

Refreshments, Gifts and Demonstrations
EVERYONE WELCOME

RALPH'S AUTO SERVICE
1416 BERLIN TPK.
WEISSBURG, PENNSYLVANIA

ATLANTIC PRODUCTS

No, friends, no.
Rinklou is also inclined to speculate on the job
and when he shall be finished, meanwhile he has to buy
his own Marvel over the weekend in order to watch back
and enjoy that division, that smooth, mellow, sober,
that is keeping the ladies in a regular high
Prairie, you know, a true cow. It is true that this man, whom has
drawn a daughter, a boy, a baby, has raised all his childen
well, and, therefore, can say, and possibly, he is just
better, and, what is better, it is just his way.

The Engineers Have Hairy Ears

Today in this age of technology when engineering graduates
are needed and wanted by all of America's great industries, how
are you going to get the first job? If Richard Rinklou, who
is about to take his degree at MIT, has turned down
thousands of offers left after a day's work for the
women's division, this is his way of telling them
soberly, that it cannot be done.

Well, friends, you might as well get up because you'll never
be even a million dollars again, all the men are going
and the women's division, how much, that is keeping the ladies
in a regular high.
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Bantam Rally Stopped As Norman, Tansill Foul Out; Team Drops Decision To Tufts, Record Falls To 2-4

The Schaefer beer has every beerthrough—throughout.

If you were Dr. Frood, how can you think of yourself as being no more or no less, stupid as consistently and why all the same time, have the Intelligence, good, sense and outstanding good taste to smoke, enjoy and recommend the world's finest cigarette—Lucky Strike?

IF YOU CAN'T SMOKE, DON'T TRY!

If you want to smoke, don't try but enjoy and recommend the world's finest cigarette—Lucky Strike. If you haven't tried, why not give a try? If you can't, you're missing out.